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Discrete Structural Systems Modeling: Benchmarking
of LS-DEM and LMGC90 with Seismic Experiments

Ziran Zhou1; Marco Andreini2; Luca Sironi3; Pierino Lestuzzi4; Edward Andò5;
Frédéric Dubois6; Davide Bolognini7; Filippo Dacarro8; and José E. Andrade, M.ASCE9

Abstract: Various papers have presented different methods for computations of mechanics and kinematics of discrete structural systems.
However, little has been done in comparing and benchmarking the seismic response from two different discrete-system-models with experi-
ments. This paper presents a detailed seismic performance comparison between two models—level set discrete element method (LS-DEM) and
Logiciel de Mécanique Gérant le Contact (LMGC90), calibrated with shake table experiments conducted on four concrete-block configurations.
Theories of both models are thoroughly explained and compared. The simulation results are benchmarked against experimental data. Finally,
the principal results and significance of this benchmarking effort is discussed. DOI: 10.1061/JENMDT.EMENG-7036. This work is made
available under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

Introduction

The European Organization for Nuclear Research, abbreviated
CERN, operates the world’s largest particle physics lab. Their every-
day operation, including the use of particle accelerators etc., produ-
ces radiation, fromwhich personnel and high-tech equipment need to
be shielded. The most usual approach is to use concrete structures
of significant mass (Kaplan 1989). CERN uses assemblies of large

independent concrete blocks that allow rapid re-configuring for dif-
ferent implementations. However, structures formed from those
blocks do not have any joint connecting systems or other protective
metal braces between blocks to resist the lateral forces that might
be induced in case of earthquakes. Therefore, on top of radiation
shielding, CERN needs to guarantee the structural safety of all
concrete configurations.

Researches on seismic analysis of rigid bodies without connec-
tions date back to decades ago. Monumental articulated ancient
Greek and Roman (MAGR) structures consist of members excel-
lently fitting each other without mortar and standing upright only
because of gravity and friction. For safety and restoration purposes
of those MAGR structures, various researchers have provided valu-
able insights into the motions of single or multiple rigid bodies
under ground excitation and established highly nonlinear governing
equation of motions (Sinopoli 1989; Kounadis et al. 2012). However,
those equations are not only derived with overly idealized assump-
tions, but are also limited to specific rigid body configurations and
ground excitation patterns. Furthermore, the equation of motion can
be made complicated considering energy dissipation happening at
the impacting surfaces. Many have shown that the presence of fric-
tion may lead to different impact dynamics, as sticking and reverse
slipping can happen (Hurmuzlu and Marghitu 1994; Stronge 1991).
Therefore, for this study, reliable numerical models with simplified
contact mechanics are needed in order to assess the seismic perfor-
mance of CERN’s many concrete structures.

While an analytical solution is undesirable, and it is impossible to
bring every large complicated CERN configuration onto a shake
table for seismic analysis, simple concrete configurations can be
tested for benchmarking purposes against numerical models. With
calibrated numerical models in hand, CERN can confidently sim-
ulate current or future concrete-block configurations with various
ground excitations and material parameters to probe their seismic
performance. With this purpose in mind, in 2019, CERN conducted
a test campaign at the Eucentre Foundation, Italy. The dynamic re-
sponse of four different concrete-block configurations was inves-
tigated through seismic tests (Sironi et al. 2023). In this paper,
experimental results from the test campaign have been used to cal-
ibrate the two discrete-system-model: LS-DEM and LMGC90.

Cundall and Strack (Cundall 1988) introduced the discrete
element method (DEM) in 1988, and since then this method has
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been used extensively for simulations of discrete particles. Tradi-
tionally, DEM deals with spherical shaped particles, hence mak-
ing it inappropriate for applications with nonspherical particles.
In 2016, Kawamoto et al. (2016) introduced a variant of DEM,
referred to as the level set discrete element method (LS-DEM),
and successfully pushed the boundary of the traditional DEM
by making LS-DEM suitable for simulations of any arbitrary
shaped particles. So far, LS-DEM has been used extensively in sim-
ulating the mechanics of granular media (de Macedo et al. 2021;
Karapiperis and Andrade 2021; Kawamoto et al. 2018), metama-
terials (Wang et al. 2021), and seismic performance analysis
(Andrade et al. 2022). In Andrade et al. (2022), LS-DEM was used
to assess the seismic stability of multiblock structures and the re-
sults were compared to shake table tests. This was the first attempt
ever to use LS-DEM for seismic analysis.

Jean-Jacques Moreau introduced the contact dynamics (CD)
method in 1984 (Moreau 1994). The method uses a formulation
of unilateral contact, shock laws, Coulomb’s friction, inspired by
convex analysis. These laws account roughly for the main features
of contact and friction, and are relevant in multi-body collections
where sophisticated laws cannot be captured exactly. This method
was extended to deformable bodies by Jean (1999) and entitled
nonsmooth contact dynamics (NSCD). See (Dubois et al. 2018)
for more advanced discussions on this method.

In this paper, we present the benchmarking (including calibra-
tion) of the preceding state-of-the-art discrete-system-models, LS-
DEM and LMGC90, with experiments. The structure of this paper
is as follows: First, we will explain and compare the theories of
both models. Then the test campaign conducted in Eucentre will
be briefly described. Finally, results from the two calibrated mod-
els will be presented and compared with experiments, followed by
discussions of similarities and differences. We show that the two
models after calibration show remarkable resemblance to the ex-
periments, indicating that both models are suitable for future sim-
ulations of large complicated concrete structures that cannot be
tested on shake tables.

Model Methods and Comparison

LS-DEM

LS-DEM is a variant of the traditional DEM capable of simulating
the kinematics and mechanics of a system of particles with arbitrary
shapes, made possible by the usage of level set functions as a

geometric basis (Kawamoto et al. 2016). For any random-shaped
particles, a level set function, ϕðxÞ, calculates the distance, d, be-
tween an arbitrary point, x, in the space to the nearest surface of
the particle [Fig. 1(a)]

ϕðxÞ ¼ �d ð1Þ
If this point is taken inside the particle, the level set value would

be negative. Vice versa, the value would be positive. The surface of
the particle can simply be reconstructed using ϕðxÞ ¼ 0. In this pa-
per, all particles are blocks of same size with a chamfer of 2 cm
along the edges.

Together with the level set values, a set of surface point discre-
tization is made to detect particle-to-particle contact [Fig. 1(b)]. In
this study, the level set grid had an equal spacing of 0.02m. The
surface node had a spacing of roughly 0.2 m.

All surface points p of a particle is checked against the level set
values of the other particle. If a point pi has contact, force in normal
direction is subsequently calculated using

Fn ¼ ϕðpiÞknn̂ − γnðvrel · n̂Þn̂ ðif ϕðpiÞ < 0Þ ð2Þ
where kn = normal stiffness of the block, n̂ = surface normal cal-
culated at pi, γn = critical normal damping coefficient calculated
from the coefficient of restitution Cres at the contacting surface
point (Harmon et al. 2022, 2021), and vrel = relative velocity of
this particle with respect to the other particle.

Many researchers have proposed different formulas in applying
damping to contacting points. For example, Chatzis and Smyth
adopted a method in relating damping coefficient to the modulus
and density of the contacting medium (Chatzis and Smyth 2012).
LS-DEM uses a formula initially proposed by Tsuji el al., incor-
porating coefficient of restitution directly into a critically damped
mass-spring system (Tsuji et al. 1993) by

γn ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mkn

p − lnCresffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
π2 þ lnC2

res

p ð3Þ

where m = mass of the colliding object.
Due to history dependence, shear force is calculated incremen-

tally using

ΔFs ¼ ksΔtðvrel − vreln Þ ð4Þ
where ks = shear stiffness of the block, and Δt = integrating time
step. The ultimate shear force is updated by the smaller value be-
tween the build up of incremental shearing force and the critical limit

Fig. 1. (a) Picture shows the level set representation of a slice of the block, with ϕðxÞ ¼ 0 being highlighted using a black dashed contour;
and (b) picture shows a 3D representation of the block’s ϕðxÞ ¼ 0 surface and the surface nodes, with a zoom on the chamfer.
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for sliding as proposed by the selection of friction law. In this version
of LS-DEM, Coulomb friction law is implemented. Hence, the
critical limit for sliding to happen is a fraction of the normal force.
The calculation of the updated shearing force at each time step can
be represented using the following equation:

kFupdated
s k ¼ minðμkFnk; kFskÞ ð5Þ

Both the shear force and the normal force contribute to the mo-
ment of the block by crossing with the relative distance with respect
to the center of mass of the block, xcm,

M ¼ ðpi − xcmÞ × ðFn þ FsÞ ð6Þ
With all forces and moments calculated, particles are then

updated using Newton-Euler equations in explicit scheme with a
constant time step that guarantees stability (Tu and Andrade 2008).
In this study, the time step of LS-DEM was 0.00001s.

LMGC90

In nonsmooth contact dynamics (NSCD), the contact laws are man-
aged as nondifferentiable steep laws using a nonsmooth dynamics
formalism. They are integrated with an implicit scheme, leading to
a nonlinear system which is solved using a nonlinear Gauss–Seidel
algorithm (NLGS) at each time step. The method uses large time
steps (larger than smooth DEM), but each time step is computationally
involved due to integration scheme. So in contrast to the previous
smooth and explicit DEM, the CD method is a nonsmooth and
implicit method. Since rigid contacts are used, no damping has

to be introduced. Note that implicit methods enable the correct
computation of equilibrium states, which is not always the case with
explicit methods. NSCD can also conserve, with a suitable choice of
parameters, the total energy of the system in discrete time.

Concerning the modeling of structures made of regular blocks,
several approaches are possible. One can consider rigid blocks with
frictional contact (Chetouane et al. 2005), or deformable blocks
with cohesive frictional contact (Venzal et al. 2020), or any mix
of bulk and contacting models. From a technical point of view, de-
pending on the bulk model, the contact conditions are not treated in
the same way. For rigid blocks, a common plane approach is used
(Cundall 1988), leading to a maximum of 4 contact points (marked
by red in Fig. 2). Contact surfaces between blocks (marked by
green in Fig. 2), delimited by the four contact points, are shrunk
to introduce a kind of safety coefficient. Rigid convex objects
are described by a surface mesh. The contact detection algorithm
is independent of the mesh as the algorithm looks for overlapping
parts of surfaces. For deformable or rigid non convex objects, addi-
tional surface nodes are added to the skin mesh to detect contact
with other objects in a way similar to LS-DEM. Contact conditions
are verified at those surface nodes.

In this paper, simulations were done both with rigid and deform-
able (elastic and viscoelastic) blocks with frictional contact and no
restitution. The mesh sizewas 0.2m. The time step chosen was 0.001s.

Comparison

Both aforementioned models solve Newton-Euler equations.
LS-DEM uses a smooth explicit time integration scheme with a
fixed time step. Due to the presence of interpenetration in cases
of collision, penalty terms like normal stiffness kn and shear stiff-
ness ks are required. The normal force Fn is a function of the inter-
penetration distance dn. When the distance is positive, normal force
is zero; when the distance is negative, indicating there is a contact,
Fn is a linear function of the normal stiffness kn with respect to jdnj.
The Coulomb’s friction law adopted in LS-DEM has finite steep-
ness. In case of static friction, i.e., ksds < μFn, Fs is a linear func-
tion of ks and ds. Fig. 3(a) shows a graphical representation of the
calculation of Fn and Fs.

Since the current version of LS-DEM models rigid-body mo-
tions, for a fair comparison, only the dynamics of rigid bodies
of LMGC90 will be discussed. LMGC90 uses nonsmooth implicit
scheme with the equations of motions expressed in differential in-
clusions (Donze et al. 2009). Unlike LS-DEM, no elastic modulus
is required. The term nonsmoothness is an accurate representation
of the infinite steepness presented by the inelastic shock law and
Coulomb’s law, as in Fig. 3(b). When dn is positive, the normal
force Fn is zero. What’s different from LS-DEM is that when
dn ≤ 0, the Signorini condition ensures that Fn is positive or null.
Similarly, the graph of Coulomb friction law exhibits an infinite
steep around ds ¼ 0. Because LMGC90 uses implicit scheme, the
choice of time step can be large. At each time step, NLGS is run

Fig. 3. Comparison of normal and shear contact force calculations in (a) LS-DEM; and (b) rigid-body LMGC90.

Fig. 2. Stack of 3 polyhedra on a rigid foundation. Contact surfaces
between polyhedra (denoted by green color), as delimited by contact
points (denoted by red color), are shown as an example. Three poly-
hedra are shown in surface mesh of different density, yet the area of
contact surfaces between them is the same, showing that contact
detection is independent of the mesh.
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until convergence, hence each time step can be very time consuming.
As a benefit of the implicit scheme, oftentimes energy conservation
and numeric stability can be achieved without the use of damping.

Case Study: Rocking Tests

The dynamic response and the stability of four different configu-
rations of stacked concrete blocks were investigated within an
experimental campaign consisting of seismic tests. Four different
specimens, whose height varied from 4.8 m to about 7.6 m, con-
sisted of a maximum of 9 blocks were constructed (Fig. 4). A wall
of three and four stacked blocks, respectively, characterized the
first and the second configuration. The third and the fourth one
is consisted of two walls of four stacked blocks, with a block at
the top; in the fourth specimen, a extra system of steel beams sup-
ported the top block.

The specimens were assembled on the steel platform of an uni-
directional shake table at the Eucentre Foundation (Pavia, Italy). A
base concrete slab, whose translation was restrained by two steel
profiles fixed to the platform of the shaking table, simply supported
the specimens. Steel stoppers at the base and retaining steel systems
provided along the height of the specimens were used to prevent
unsafe effects due to unexpected large displacements or rotations.
Both the stoppers and the retaining systems were designed not to
interfere with the test results.

Accelerations were applied at the base of the specimens. Two
different acceleration time-histories, each called Alkion and Basso
Tirreno (Ambraseys et al. 2002), were used. They were chosen be-
cause they represent an upper bound for a standard acceleration
time-history representing the Geneva area, according to the SIA
norms (Swiss Society of Engineers and Architects 2020). The
acceleration time-histories and their characteristics can be found
in Fig. 5 and Table 1.

Fig. 4.Different configurations of stacked blocks tested on the shake table. (a) Configuration 1: 4.8 m-height three-blocks specimen; (b) Configuration 2:
6.4 m-height four-blocks specimen; (c) Configuration 3: 7.2 m-height nine-blocks two-walls specimen; and (d) Configuration 4: 7.4 m-height nine-
blocks two-walls specimen with the top block supported by steel beams. [Images reproduced from Sironi et al. (2023), under Creative Commons-BY-4.0
license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).]

Fig. 5. Acceleration time-histories: (a) Alkion; and (b) Basso Tirreno.
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For each specimen, the first test was performed at a scaled
acceleration intensity of 50%. Then a series of successive tests
with acceleration amplitude increment of about 25% were per-
formed, until a potential occurrence of structural collapse. At each
intensity level, the relative position of each block was checked
and, in case of large misalignment, the specimen was restored
to its initial configuration. Additional low-intensity constant-
amplitude tests with sinusoidal waves were performed at the be-
ginning of the campaign or between two tests with the aim of
assessing the dynamic properties and the state of damage of the
specimens.

The assessment of the dynamic properties and of the seismic
response of the specimens were based on the spatial components
of accelerations and displacements measured at different levels
along the height of the specimens. The specimens were equipped
with up to 21 acceleration transducers, 4 displacement transducers
and 101 retro-reflective optical markers, belonging to two different
acquisition systems. Further data regarding force, accelerations, ve-
locities and displacements of the shaking table was obtainable from
the control system. The measurement frequencies were 512 Hz and
200 Hz for accelerations and displacements, respectively. The
acceleration signals were later filtered with a 50Hz-low-pass filter.
An example of the layout of the instrumentation is depicted in
Figs. 6 and 7 for configuration 3. For more details of the experi-
ments, please refer to Sironi et al. (2023).

Results and Discussion

Model Calibration

To calibrate both models with respect to experiment results of
Eucentre’s test campaign, mechanical properties of concrete and
steel are required. While most of the distribution parameters of
these properties (e.g. mean, standard deviation, or coefficient of
variation) can be found in literature, concrete-to-concrete friction
coefficient could not be determined due to its large variation present
in literature. Therefore, a semiprobabilistic approach using Monte
Carlo sampling was adopted.

With most of the distribution parameters of concrete and steel
properties taken from literature (JCSS 2000, 2001), the mean of
concrete-to-concrete friction coefficient was randomly sampled
from 0.3 to 0.8. Log-normal distributions were then created for
each of the material properties and were later inputted into a pro-
cedure based on correlation controlled Latin hypercube sampling
(LHS) technique, developed by Vořechovský and Novák (2009),
to sample from multivariate distributions. This method is efficient
for small sample sizes and can lead to accurate estimates of real
behaviors with low variability. In total of 50 sample vectors were
produced from this procedure, with each of the sample vectors as-
sembled by sampled properties of concrete and steel (e.g., friction
coefficients, density, and modulus of elasticity). Then, 50 sets of
simulations (one for each sample vector) were performed in both
LS-DEM and LMGC90 in order to determine whether the displace-
ment envelope created by all samples contain the actual experiment
data. This process was repeated multiple times to obtain the most
optimal value of the mean of concrete-to-concrete friction coeffi-
cient. Eventually, a final set of distribution parameters was chosen
to be used for future simulations for seismic risk assessment of con-
crete configurations at CERN.

Table 1. Characteristics of the ground motions

Earthquake Date
Magnitude

(Mw)
Distance
(km)

PGA
(m=s2)

Alkion February 25, 1981 6.3 25 1.176
Basso Tirreno April 15, 1978 6 18 1.585

Fig. 6. Layout of the accelerometers of configuration 3. (a) Front view of the two walls; (b) Wall A from the observer view; and (c) Wall B from the
observer view.
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The optimal values for the distribution parameters of concrete
and steel properties are reported in Table 2. For each variable, the
histogram of the samples obtained by the LHS technique is pre-
sented in Fig. 8.

While variables like friction coefficient μ and density ρ are
straight forward and universal, there are a couple of parameters that
need to be translated or calibrated uniquely in LS-DEM. Normal
stiffness kn and shear stiffness ks are penalty parameters unique
to the DEM. Methods like the Hertzian contact theory directly cor-
relates the elastic modulus of a material to the stiffnesses required
in the DEM. However, the Hertzian contact model does not apply
for contacts between blocks. Therefore, a different method has to be
developed in order to approximate stiffness from real material prop-
erties like modulus of elasticity.

Harmon et al. (2022) presented a novel way of determining kn
and ks. In reality, when a stack of concrete block assembly is ex-
cited by ground acceleration, the motion of blocks is set off via the
propagation of stress waves. There is no way to model stress waves

in LS-DEM, yet delayed responses of higher blocks are observed
due to the presence of contact elasticity. As a result, normal stiff-
ness and shear stiffness can be tuned such that the speed of propa-
gation of motion, referred to as the effective wave speed, in
the simulation is the same as the speed of stress wave propagation
in reality.

The speed of stress waves can be calculated as

cp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E=ρ

p
ð7Þ

for pressure waves and

cs ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G=ρ

p
ð8Þ

for shear waves, where E is the Young’s modulus of the material,
G is the shear modulus and ρ is the density. To match with the
preceding speeds, a tower of stacked concrete blocks is set up in
the simulation. A unit step of velocity is then given to the ground

Fig. 7. Layout of the retro-reflective markers of configuration 3. (a) Front view of the two walls; (b) layout from the observer view; and (c) image of
the specimen taken at Eucentre [reproduced from Sironi et al. (2023), under Creative Commons-BY-4.0 license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses
/by/4.0/)].

Table 2. Distribution models and parameters used in the simulations

Variable Distribution model Mean SD COV

Friction concrete/concrete Log-normal 0.75 0.075 0.1
Friction concrete/foundation Log-normal 0.75 0.075 0.1
Friction steel/concrete Log-normal 0.3 0.03 0.1
Concrete density (kg=m3) Log-normal 2,400 96 0.04
Concrete Young’s modulus (Pa) Log-normal 3.45 × 1010 5.175 × 109 0.15
Concrete viscous modulus (Pa) Log-normal 1.5 × 108 2.25 × 107 0.15
Steel density (kg=m3) Log-normal 7,700 77 0.01
Steel Young’s modulus (Pa) Log-normal 0.21 × 1012 6.3 × 109 0.03
Steel viscous modulus (Pa) Log-normal 0.21 × 1010 6.3 × 107 0.03
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in LS-DEM in both horizontal and vertical direction respectively.
The resulted displacement of the blocks is plotted against time, as
shown in Fig. 9. The effective wave speed is calculated after all the
blocks have reached a similar velocity, which is indicated by a near-
identical slope in Fig. 9. The effective wave speed can then be ob-
tained by Δh=Δt.

By calculating the effective wave speed and matching it to the
actual stress wave propagation speed in Eqs. (7) and (8), one can

approximate kn and ks. The resulting histograms of such parame-
ters are shown in Fig. 10. We see that the distributions of kn and ks
do not necessarily follow those of E and G because the effective
wave speed is also affected by block mass. With heavier blocks,
larger stiffness is required for the contact to overcome the inertial
force and respond to the ground excitation.

Other than the variables listed in Table 2, LS-DEM is taking the
coefficient of restitution Cres into the calculation of normal forces

Fig. 8. Histograms of the samples obtained by the LHS technique.

Fig. 9. (a) Displacement time-histories of the blocks after the unit step velocity; and (b) the tower of four concrete blocks. After all the blocks have
reached a similar velocity, the effective wave speed can then be obtained.
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[Eq. (2)]. After tuning the model, it is found that a moderate amount
of normal damping with Cres ¼ 0.5 is needed in order to compen-
sate for the large kn obtained due to the significant mass of the
blocks. The coefficient of restitution adopted in this paper is within
the range reported from Harmon et al. (2022).

In order to examine both methods’ abilities to capture the seis-
mic performance of the concrete structures, tests with the largest
ground accelerations were chosen among all the experiments. Dis-
placement readings were taken from the optical marker located at
the face center of the side of the base concrete slab. Velocities were
then calculated from the displacements and fed into the program as
ground input.

Results are shown in Figs. 11–14. In these figures, the displace-
ment time-history of mass center of the concrete block is plotted
against optical readings taken from the face center on the side of the
same specimen. The gray shaded area is the overlapping of the lines
representing the displacement time-histories of all 50 sample sets,
with the red line highlighting the maximum and minimum values

along the time axis. The black dashed lines indicate the actual
experiment results taken from Eucentre.

LS-DEM Results

In configurations 2, 3, and 4, the displacement envelope of the
top block is thicker compared to that of configuration 1. This is
inevitable as a result of different model parameters tested. Since
kinematics of higher blocks are calculated based on that of the
lower ones, as the number of blocks increases, the displacement
envelope naturally propagates upward and becomes thicker. More-
over, the onset of rocking or slide-rocking is related to the height-
to-width ratio of the assembly (Shenton 1996). Since configuration
1 has the least number of concrete blocks and shortest height, the
occurrences of rocking and/or slide-rocking is the fewest among all
configurations tested. Configuration 3 and 4 are higher in levels and
also are more complicated in structures, so naturally, rocking and/or
slide-rocking behavior is more likely to be observed. As those

Fig. 10. Histograms of (a) normal stiffness kn; and (b) shear stiffness ks approximated using method described.

Fig. 11. Displacement time-histories for Configuration 1.
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dynamic events happen, the behavior of the blocks can heavily de-
pend on parameters like friction coefficient, density and stiffnesses,
thus giving explanation to thicker envelopes for configuration 2, 3
and 4. Similarly, as seen in the LS-DEM result from Fig. 14, the
displacement envelope is thicker for the top block compared to that
of configuration 3, potentially due to the inclusion of four support-
ing steel beams.

LMGC90 Results

In LMGC90, three different mechanical behaviors have been ana-
lyzed: rigid, elastic, and viscoelastic. The viscoelastic block model
described the real seismic behavior of the four configurations the

best. The elastic block model described the real behavior in a sat-
isfactory way for configuration 1 and 2. For configuration 3 and 4,
the simulated results are not ideal and is showing large deviations
between tests due to more complicated concrete structures. The
rigid block model behaved satisfactory for all four configurations.
Within the same model (rigid, elastic, and viscoelastic), similar
responses from LS-DEM were observed: more oscillations and
thicker envelope toward more complicated concrete structures.

Comparison and Discussion

Given that the blocks in LS-DEM do not deform, it is natural
to compare LS-DEM model with the rigid model of LMGC90.

Fig. 12. Displacement time-histories for Configuration 2.

Fig. 13. Displacement time-histories for Configuration 3.
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Since the contact surfaces in LS-DEM are viscoelastic due to the
presence of springs and dampers, we also included the elastic and
viscoelastic behaviors from LMGC90 for references.

From both models, the resemblance between simulation results
and experiments is remarkable. Some oscillations and variations in
residual displacements can still be observed from certain simula-
tions. However, since the exact values of the input variables from
reality are unknown, the experiment data can only be taken as a
reference. The stochastic nature of the system is accounted for
in the simulations, but the experiment is only one realization of
a stochastic system itself. Indeed, the experiments only provided
one set of data for each configuration at each earthquake inten-
sity level, while the adopted LHS technique, as any Monte Carlo
method, leads to provide multiple realizations for each model at
each intensity level.

Given that only absolute displacements are compared, it would
be ideal to benchmark the rotational behaviors of the blocks as
well. Although such data can be easily extracted from the simu-
lations, rotation angles cannot be easily extracted from the exper-
imental data due to the presence of noise given small block
rotations.

Conclusion

The main objective of this study is to validate and benchmark
two discrete-system-models (i.e., LS-DEM and LMGC90) against
experiments done in Eucentre. After analyzing simulation results
from both LS-DEM and LMGC90 calibrated models, we can con-
clude that the seismic performance coming from LS-DEM is sim-
ilar to that from LMGC90, and both show remarkable resemblance
to the actual experimental result obtained in Eucentre. Given that
discrete objects in LS-DEM are rigid with viscoelastic contact, re-
sults from rigid model and viscoelastic model of LMGC90 are used
for comparison. More rocking and/or sliding is observed from the
models for complicated configurations like configuration 3 and 4.
Larger deviation in residual displacements is also observed, espe-
cially for configuration 4 due to the inclusion of four supporting

steel bars. It is important to point out that one experimental result
is merely a single realization of a stochastic system. Due to time,
resource constraints and the almost impossibility of recreating iden-
tical initial samples, it is impractical to repeat the experiments as
many times as in the simulations. Conversely, using numerical
models as virtual experiments, a large number of realizations can
be obtained (using multiple random parameters), generating a wealth
of data and deeper insights that are difficult or impossible to obtain
experimentally (e.g., force distribution, damage, kinematic fields,
etc.). It is apparent that numerical virtual experiments offer a window
into stochastic systems such as those studied herein.

Additionally, the paper clearly shows that both numerical mod-
els can independently reproduce the experimental results. This
finding gives us confidence that, since the experimental results
at Eucentre can be replicated accurately, other perhaps more com-
plex configurations can be reproduced. Indeed, the concrete spec-
imens tested in experiments are simplified configurations utilized
for benchmarking purposes only. The actual concrete configura-
tions used at CERN for radiation shielding are more complex and
involve a much larger number of blocks. Such complex and large
systems are impractical for physical modeling. Instead, validated
numerical models can and should be deployed to investigate the
seismic performance of such complex and large structural sys-
tems. Perhaps even more importantly, one can use such validated
numerical models to design more seismic resistant concrete as-
semblies for a variety of purposes.

With the method proposed in (Vořechovský and Novák 2009),
one can run Monte Carlo type simulations on discrete systems ef-
ficiently to obtain stable estimates with low variability. This paper
presented a detailed procedure for tuning the two discrete-system-
models for simulating the dynamic response of radiation shielding
concrete configurations. However, the same procedure can be re-
plicated for any discrete systems, given user-defined margins and
correlation structures. This paper merely presented one family of
numerical models for discrete concrete structures, yet the approach
is amenable to any other numerical model, thereby proposing a new
framework for modeling discrete structural systems.

Fig. 14. Displacement time-histories for Configuration 4.
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Data Availability Statement

All models, or code that support the findings of this study are avail-
able from the corresponding author upon reasonable request. Some
data generated or used during the study, including all experimental
data, are proprietary and may only be provided upon request to the
European Organization for Nuclear Research.
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